
T 
he The Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC), recently launched 
construction of its new R80-million incubation centre, located at Nissan South Africa’s 

manufacturing facility, in Rosslyn, north of Pretoria.

A Jobs Fund project, the centre aims to reduce the barriers of entry for entrepreneurs 
in the automotive industry. Access to capital and supplier experience is a few of the 
identified challenges that face entrepreneurs. Companies were often reluctant to procure 
the services of small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that do not have experience. 

The major problems that face SMMEs in South Africa include : Access to finance, market, 
training and expertises

Incubators act as channels of support for small enterprises or benefit small enterprises 
indirectly, such as facilitation of market linkages and supply chain diversification. This 
support works to build the SMMEs into larger entities that have the potential to create 
sustainable jobs.

The Jobs Fund recognize that the process of establishing  SMMEs and generating 
an entrepreneurial spirit is not something that can be done easily. Supporting start-
ups structure and effective systems involves constant interaction and advice from 
appropriately skilled and capacitated experts. Incubators have a proven track-record 
of fulfilling this role both in SA and 
internationally. Incubators such as AIDC 
Investment Support Programme is 
therefore the ideal partner for the Jobs 
Fund as we try to address this critical 
employment issue.

The incubation centre, aims to 
create 3 861 new jobs and 4 
985 training opportunities.
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I 
t has been a busy year so far with the 5th Call for Proposal (CFP), quarter three reporting 
deadline in mid-January and the subsequent fund disbursement process. 

Contracting for the 4th CFP projects has been completed. The implementation process 
will be on its way and we look forward to working with partners to get the projects of the 
ground.

The Year End Review process has been wrapped up. The YER is an opportunity to assess 
where we are and how we can learn from the previous year and implement the changes 
that are identified. 

The 5th CFP process has been a great 
success as we received an overwhelming 
number of applicants. The appraisal process 
has started and a number of quality 
projects have already been identified. 

In this edition, we also update the latest 
job creation numbers. We are pleased 
with the progress that has been made  
and thank you all for your commitment to 
job creation in South Africa.

We are also grateful for the cooperation received from our partners during the change in  
administration of the Jobs Fund. We value your assistance in making this a smooth 
transition.

Where are you from? 
Educated in Zimbabwe though South African.

Education: 
On completion of my articles in accountancy I went on to train as a cook which is why 
my motto is “do not eat to live” but “live to eat”!

Where have you lived: 
In various countries including Uzbekistan, Mali, Seychelles, 
Mozambique. 

Hobbies: 
Love history, culture and the varieties of food that comes 
with travel.

What is your role in The Jobs Fund?
I am a Project Manager responsible for working with 
Jobs Fund partners to successfully implement their 
programmes.

Which part of your job do you like most?
I would have to say the challenge. I like working with 
projects to get them off the ground especially the 
projects that can be considered high-risk. I follow  
the principal of ‘lead by example’ so I work hard  
at providing support to partners from my  
own experiences. 

T 
he Jobs Fund Monitoring and Evaluation 
team have started conducting project 

site visits. The purpose of the site visits are to 

strengthen relationships between the Jobs 

Fund and partners, to exchange learnings 

on project successes and challenges, and to 

assess whether required reporting processes 

are in place. The finalised plan will be available 

shortly and selected projects will be notified.

During March 2015, an early year-end review 
(YER) process was initiated.  A number of 
projects with a low assessed risk, that have 
been in implementation for more than four 
quarters and with more than two quarters 
remaining were invited to complete the YER 
tool and were afforded the opportunity to 
qualify for disbursement prior to the financial 
year-end of 31 March 2015.

The purpose of this early YER 
process was two-fold:

Firstly, the YER tool highlights the type of 
employment creation interventions that are 
effective in achieving set goals; as well as areas 
of improvement where relevant. 

Secondly, the YER process aims to provide a 
clear and realistic reflection of the remaining 
implementation period for the project.  The YER 
process affords JFPs the opportunity to re-project 
their project budget and programme indicators 
taking into account changes in circumstances 
where applicable.   This ensures that both the 
JFP and the Jobs Fund is clear with regards to the 
quarterly budgetary requirements to facilitate 
prompt implementation of the projects going 
forward.

The next round of the YER process, 
encompassing all other qualifying 
projects, is currently underway.

AIDC sod-turning

Encouraging growth  
in latest results 

Recent premlinary results  show that the Jobs Fund is on its way to achieving its 

job creation targets. To date the Jobs Fund has a portfolio of 90 approved projects and R4.671 billion 

in grant funds allocated. These projects are supported with R6.8 billion in leveraged funding.  

The projects have already created 47 967 new permanent jobs. 13 648 short term jobs have 

also been created, with 98 859 completing training. 

For 2015/16 the plan is to accelerate implementation across our 
portfolio. The Jobs Fund has adopted a risk-based approach to 
disbursement which we will use to assess and test project performance.
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I hope you find this newsletter 
informative and valuable.  

If you have any suggestions  
or feedback on how we  

can improve please email:   
Rulleska.Singh@treasury.gov.za
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Key Lessons 
from 

Q3 Reporting

Round

Every quarter, a number of 
positive developments and  

challenges are identified during the reporting 

period and it is important that these are shared 

with Jobs Fund Partners. Going forward, a 

feedback document will be sent to all the JFPs 

highlighting the major challenges in reporting 

and how these can be dealt with. Receiving this 

regular feedback will ensure that, with each 

quarter, reporting improves and disbursement is 

a more seamless process. 

The JFPs who submit the most detail in reporting 

tend to have a smoother quarterly reporting and 

disbursement process since all information is 

provided at the onset of the reporting period. The 

reports should provide the Jobs Fund with a very 

clear indication of project progress, whether the 

theory of change is working as anticipated, key high-

level lessons learned, and how the programme will 

meet its contracted targets if behind. 

It is important to remember that the information 

you provide succinctly captures your progress 

and future plans. A well thought-out strategy and 

implementation plan should make reporting a 

breeze.Kindly refer to the new feedback documents 

and liaise with the your Jobs Fund Project Manager 

if you have any questions. 

AGRICULTURE

The 5th CFP closed on 28 February 2015.  
We received 211 applications: 78 eligible, 
133 ineligible. Another 296 registered but 
did not submit their applications. We are in 
the process of appraising proposed projects 
and applicants will be informed shortly on 
the status. 

The Clothing Bank launch of  
the Durban Hub

Why have we launched our 
first sector-specific funding 
round?

The Clothing 
Bank  expands 
support for  
mothers 

Tongaat Hulett working to 
reinvigorate agriculture in 
rural KZN

Why agriculture?
Agriculture is the primary source of income in South Africa’s rural areas.  Factors such 
as lack of access to land, capital, technology, and markets, make it even harder for 
smallholder farmers to lift their families out of poverty.

The Jobs Fund has identified that smallholder agriculture has the 
potential to create jobs at scale.

Smallholder farming has proven sustainability benefits, and studies show that 
smallholder farmers play an important role in job creation. The question for 
stakeholders in agricultural development, then, is how to help minimize the risks 
and maximize the opportunities of smallholder agriculture.

The increasing demand for food could create new economic opportunities in 
rural areas. Market-driven, sustainable agricultural value chains could help reduce 
poverty by generating revenue streams for smallholder farmers. More competitive 
smallholder farmers are more likely to create and sustain employment and reduce 
levels of rural poverty.

The Clothing Bank at a recent launch expanded 
their work and opened a branch in Durban. 
Together with the Jobs Fund, The Clothing 
Bank supports the training and development of 
unemployed mothers so that they are able to 
start small enterprises. The women buy clothes 
from the Bank and in turn sell them. 

T 
ongaat Hulett Ltd operates in four districts of KZN: Ilembe, Uthungulu, Zululand, 
and Umkhanyakunde. The 2011 SA Census data paints a grim picture of these 

deep rural areas, where the vast majority live in poverty: less than 20% have access 
to basic utilities in these districts and just 40% have access to water and electricity. 
Approximately 60% of the residents earn no income and a further 20% earn less than 
the minimum wage.

Local residents like Bheki own arable land but are unable to develop their farms 
because of limited access to capital and a shortage of skills. Much of this land is 
located in tribal communities. Tongaat Hulett, one of the largest agricultural and 
agric-processing companies on the continent, has committed to working with local 
tribal leaders to revive the farming of sugar cane in these areas. Simamisa Farming 
is a dedicated agricultural service provision company to Tongaat Hulett. Simamisa 
manages the farming operations of the projects, and are an essential link to our rural 
communities and traditional authority structures.

Over the next two years, Tongaat Hulett will develop 12 000 hectares of underutilised 
land to sustain cane production, and provide skills to the local communities with the 
goal of creating independent, viable and sustainable SMMEs. Local farmers like Bheki 
are trained up to eventually become Project Managers and assist other farmers in 
their communities.

“Since I have been employed through the Jobs Fund project, I 
have been able to educate my children and I have been able to 

provide proper shelter for my family”  said Bheki

Tongaat Hulett also provides scholarships to the children of the beneficiaries, who 
largely further their studies in agriculture. These skills are then ploughed back into 
the community. 

The project will develop communal land to sustain cane production and provide skills 
to local communities that will eventually result in independent, viable and sustainable 
SMMEs.
To date the project has created 482 new jobs with plans to yield a total of 2,874.  “Of 
fundamental importance is the fact that virtually all the human resource requirements are 
sourced from the local community, creating a high localisation content of these initiatives. 
Migration of labour and costs of commuting are, therefore, typically kept to a minimum” 
Garreth Sparks (Manager: Cane Development Projects, Tongaat Hulett).

Bheki Sithole from rural Kwa-Zulu Natal used to be unemployed with little 
hope of change. Now a Project Manager at Simamisa Farming, Bheki says,   

”Before the introduction of the project in 2014 life was a struggle.  
I did not know where the next meal for my family will come from.  
I was unemployed and it was challenging to educate my children.”

T 
he National Development Plan (NDP) and the New Growth Path (NGP) 
identify agriculture as a key component in promoting rural development, 

food security and combatting rural poverty. Research suggests that a more 
focused funding round would maximise impact. In-line with government 
priorities, agriculture was identified as a high potential sector. This round 
seeks to attract projects that will use innovation and path-breaking methods 
to support smallholder farmers which can subsequently lead to the creation of 
sustainable jobs.

Smallholder farmers should not only be able to feed their families, but should also 
have the opportunity to access formal markets for their products. Improving farmers’ 
access to consumer markets has the potential to promote improved development 
outcomes by generating revenue to cover costs related to education, health and 
infrastructure.

Market-driven approaches provide opportunities for collaboration between 
farmers, government bodies, and agribusiness that enable farmers to adopt more 
sustainable practices. Through innovation and collaborative efforts, we can develop 
mutually beneficial relationships along the value chain giving rise to economic 
development opportunities and more inclusive economic growth.

“With a majority of families in South 
Africa being headed by single-mothers, 
the need for this intervention is 
desperate” Tracey Gilmore, co-founder of The 

Clothing Bank. “Our training is three-fold, we 

concentrate on skills training, personal growth 

and income-generation, through our 2 year 

programme women are trained on all three 

aspects with the end goal of being financially 

and socially independent”. 

Previously unemployed mother of three, 

Sibongile Shabalala, “Now at The Clothing 
Bank I can manage, I can stand on 
my own. I can do anything for myself 
with these TCB clothes. I feel like an 
independent woman now”.
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